QUICK CHECKLIST

WHAT YOU **ABSOLUTELY** NEED TO **KNOW**

**AFTER** AN ACCIDENT AND **BEFORE** YOU TALK

TO THE **INSURANCE ADJUSTER** FOR THE **AT FAULT PARTY**

1. **DO NOT** SIGN A RELEASE

2. **DO NOT** GIVE A **RECORDED STATEMENT** UNTIL YOUR MIND IS **CLEAR**

3. **DO NOT** **FILL OUT** OR SIGN THEIR "**FEW FORMS**" WITH **QUESTIONS**

4. **DO NOT** GIVE THEM NAMES AND CONTACT INFORMATION OF ALL YOUR **DOCTORS**

5. **DO NOT** GIVE THEM YOUR DATE OF BIRTH OR **SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER**

6. **DO NOT** GIVE THEM YOUR **HEALTH INFORMATION, MEDICARE NUMBER OR MEDICAID NUMBER**

7. **DO NOT** **ANSWER** THEIR **QUESTIONS** ABOUT SEAT BELT, SPEED, INJURIES AND OTHER RELATED AREAS

8. **DO ASK** FOR THEIR **POLICY LIMITS**

9. **DO ASK** THEM IF THEIR **INSURED** ( **AT FAULT PARTY** ) GAVE THEM A **STATEMENT**

10. **DO ASK** THEM FOR A **COPY OF THE STATEMENT**

11. **DO ASK** THEM IF THEY ACCEPT **LIABILITY**

12. **SEE AN ATTORNEY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE**—**BUT BE SURE TO SEE AN ATTORNEY WHO IS GOING TO GIVE YOU A **LEGAL GAME PLAN**

**BELL & POLLOCK, P.C. 303-795-5900**